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The new school year is a time to celebrate, not 

recuperate!To ensure you have a safe and 

enjoyable new school year, please remember to 

use safety equipment, clothing and practices such 

as:

¨ Using Ladders

¨ Wearing Slip resistant footwear/approved footwear

¨ Using Safety googles

¨ Storing heavier boxes on low shelves

¨ Reporting or fixing any tripping hazards

¨ Planning for traffic

¨ Bending from the knees when lift ing

¨ Getting help to move heavy objects

¨ Using power tools only in the manner they were 
meant to be used (including guards)

¨ Keeping all doors secured

¨ Watching for spills

¨ Taking your time, avoid rushing

¨ Following good housekeeping procedures

¨ Keeping a 3 foot perimeter around all heating and 
air equipment

¨ Ensuring all access panels and emergency exits 
are clear of blockage

AND

Practicing self-care!

Flu Season Rem inders:

With so much focus on COVID, don't forget 

that flu season will be right around the 

corner so don't forget to:

·get your flu shot!

·wash your hands with soap and water 

rather than just using anti-bacterial hand 

rub.

·avoid close contact with others who are 

sick.

·Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth

Stay home if you are sick
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ESASD Approved Foot wear

Please remember that footwear worn 
during the workday must be secured at the 
heel with heels 3.5 inches or less.



You m ay be surpr ised t o know t hat :

·Office workers are twice as likely to 

suffer a disabling injury than non-office 

worker.Common causes of these 

injuries are from: leaving cabinet or 

desk drawers opened,stretching 

extension cords or cables across floors, 

leaving objects in walkways, using 

equipment improperly, inadequate 

lighting, slipping on wet floors, etc.

Office injuries can be reduced by taking 

a few extra minutes to do the following:

·Look before you walk to make sure the 

walkway is clear

·Close a drawer immediately upon 

finishing with it (even if you think you 

will be returning to it)

·Don?t stretch to reach something if 

seated, get up instead

·Report any broke equipment, loose 

flooring, etc.

·Clean up spills

·Use a step ladder, not a desk, table, or 
chair to reach items overhead.

Dist ract ed Dr iving

Coming back to school can mean that you have a 

lot more on your mind or be spending more time 

on your phone when driving. If you are not 

cognizant that your are focusing on something 

other than driving, you could be engaging in 

distracted driving.  Distracted driving can severely 

impact both professional and personal 

lives.According to the National Highway Safety 

Administration, fatalities from traffic crashes rose 

7.2% (35,092 deaths) n 2016, the largest increase in 

50 years, with distracted driving being blamed for 

10% of those deaths.Many drivers deem 

themselves to be ?safe? drivers, so how could those 

statistics possibly be correct?Any actions which 

require a driver to remove his or her eyes from the 

road are considered to be incidents of ?distracted 

driving?.

Take a moment to reflect on your own driving just 

over the past week.During that time did you glance 

at a text message, make a phone call, eat, switch 

food from one hand to another, watch passengers 

in the back of the vehicle, reach for an item, look at 

a GPS, drive after having even one alcoholic 

beverage, turn to respond to a passenger?If so, you 

engaged in distracted driving.

Source: National Council on Safety
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SafetyTakesEveryPerson

Take a step in the right 

direction...Be safe so you 

can

return home safe!



 

Why Engage in Self -Care

There are many reasons why self-care is important 

to engage in, such as increased productivity, 

improved cognitive functioning, improved, 

increased energy, decreased frustration and anger, 

reduced stress, increased happiness, etc. Although 

each of these reasons is important, there are three 

top reasons:

1. You need to be emotionally, physically, and 

mentally healthy.

2. Decreased costs in health services.

3. Increased ability to be present, physically and 

cognitively for loved ones.

St ress

With so much focus on COVID, we 
tend to forget about another 
epidemic, that is stress. One third of 
doctor visits are stress related. 
Although causes of stress may differ 
person to person the effects of 
stress are the same. These effects 
include, but are not limited to 
insomnia, restlessness, fatigue, 
muscle tension, irritability, lack of 
motivation, and upset stomach. 
Ongoing stress can also lead into 
long-term effects. Some of these 
long-term consequences of stress 
can  range from obesity, 
cardiovascular disease and high 
blood pressure to depression and 
anxiety.

We may not be able  to avoid stress 
altogether in our daily life, but think 
about how you can engage in more 
self-care!

Ot her  Long-Term   Ef fect s That  St ress 
Can Cont r ibut e To

- Diabet es - stress can lead to 
behaviors such as unhealthy eating 
and excessive drinking as well as 
raising the glucose level of those with 
type 2 diabetes.

- Headaches
- Ast hm a - many studies have found 

that stress can worsen asthma.
- Alzheim er 's disease
- Accelerat ed aging
- Prem at ure deat h - caregivers, 

particularly of the elderly tend to be 
under a great deal of stress. 


